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:Z.'_- ABSTRACT
,':.,o

Recent tests on the 38m Mod-O lO0 kW horizontalaxis experimental
wind turbinehave yieldedquantativedata on the teeter responseof a
rotor to yaw. The test resultsindicatethat yaw rates as high as 5

_: deg/s could be used in emergencysituationsto unload and slow a
._ rotor for intermediatesized (500kW) wind turbines. The results

also show that teeterresponseis sensitiveto the directionof yaw,
_. and that teeter responseto yaw is reducedas eitherthe rotor speed
ic/': or the blade Lock number is increased.

>._%. •

"/,:; INTRODUCTION
%_"

" A primaryconcernof designersfrom the beginningof the use of wind
:_,': power has been the problemof unloadingthe rotor and preventingan
;:: overspeedin the event of a failurein the drive train or, in recent

times,the loss of electricalload on the generator. There are three

_ -- ::_:_ _"m:"'_ L r_ ", ,_ [ methodsof handlingthis situation: (I)the blades can be unloaded

}iii_._:., either by featheringor by use of devicesto spoil blade lift and/or
_ic_, increasedrag, (2) a brake can be installedto dissipatethe energy

_::i:_:i." of the rotor,and (3) the rotor can be yawed or pitchedout of the
_,_; wind to removethe drivingforce. Until the present,only the first
_i_!:' of these methodshas been given seriousconsiderationfor largewind

,:!i_ turbineswith a rated power of I00 kW or more. However,with the use
of a teeteredrotor higheryaw rates can be used and the potentialof

!_:, yaw as a safetyprocedurehas becomemore attractive. This paper
_>_:,:' presentsresultsof tests designedto evaluatethe effectof yaw on

- teeteredrotor responsewith a view toward using this maneuveras an
emergencysafetyprocedure.'. ..

b_ b. .

_'°' Operatingexperienceindlcatedthe teeteredrotor had considerably
.....:. more toleranceto yaw than did the rigid hub rotor and tests were

_...._ conductedto determinethe maximumyaw rate that could be safelyused
:o_" with a teeteredrotor to assessthe potentialof the yawingmaneuver
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as a safety device. In addition to this primary objective, the test
results were considered to be valuable in that they would provide
baseline test data for future analytical studies.

; The results presented were obtained from tests conducted on the Mod-O
: lO0 kW experimental wind turbine located at Sandusky, Ohio. Two

rotors were tested, one with twisted aluminum blades and the other
with untwisted tip-controlled blades having a steel spar as the
primary structural member. Both rotors used the same teetered hub

:_ and tests were run at rotor speeds of 20 and 31 rpm on the steel spar
I blades and of 26 rpm on the twisted aluminum blades. Yaw rates were
_ varied from 0.8 to 4.7 deg/s.

; TEST CONFIGURATION AND PROCEDURE

The teetered rotor yaw tests were conducted on the Mod-O I00 kW
experimental wind turbine shown schematically in Figure I. The

'" essential features of the machine have been described previously [l
_ and 2]. All tests were conducted in the downwind rotor configur-
• ation, i.e., with the rotor downwind of the supporting tower and the

rotor axis was tilted 8-I/2 deg to provide tower clearance for the
," blades. Two rotor configurations were tested; a tip-controlled rotor
F': with untwisted blades _nd, a fixed pitch rotor with highly twisted
_ ": aluminum blades. Both rotors were unconed and used the same teetered

i_. hub. The blades are described in Table l and Figures 2 through 5.

! . Tests of the tip-controlled rotor were conducted at 20 rpm and at 31
_:_, rpm and of the fixed pitch rotor at 26 rpm. Unfortunately the fixed
! pitch rotor could not be safely tested at 31 rpm due to the danger of
_ exceeding the lO0 kW power limit. Also, testing at 20 rpm was

inconclusive because of the tendency of the rotor to lose teeter
_ stability in higher wind speeds as the blade began to stall near the
' : tip, and the difficulty in starting the fixed pitch rotor in low wind

speeds. The yaw rate was varied by making use of the yaw brake
hydraulic power unit which is installed in the nacelle. This unit

:- and the hydraulic yaw drive motor provided capability for yaw rates
c: up to approximately 5 deg/s. A manual flow control valve was used to
_ control yaw rate.

i ii The tests were conducted by first setting a yaw rate, aligning the
_. wind turbine with the wind and yawing the machine lO0 deg out of the

wind in first the positive and then the negative yaw directions.
_ _.i ' During the test the generator was synchronized with the utility grid
i_;" and the overrunning clutch was in the drive train. The overrunning
)-: clutch permitted the rotor speed to d_op below synchronous speed when

the wind load was removed but would not permit the rotor to exceed
. synchronous speed.

Test data were taken on a strip chart recorder and on magnetic tape.
The response of the teetered rotor to yaw of the nacelle was

._. 54
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determined by analysis of the teeter angle trace. From this time
history, the amplitude and phase of the teeter motion was obtained.
Teeter angle amplitude was determined by taking a mean of the
one-half amplitude of the teeter angles which occurred during a yaw
maneuver of lO0 deg. Teeter motion is limited by the teeter stops at
approximately + 5.8 deg; therefore, a mean value of teeter amplitude
slightly in exTess of 5 deg can involve some teeter stop impacts and
a teeter amplitude above 5.5 deg involved teeter stop impacts
throughout most of the maneuver.

Phase angle, , was determined by noting the rotor position at the
instant when teeter angle was a maximum for each rotor revolution
during the yaw maneuver. Typically, phase angle achieved a steady
value during the first five rotor revolutions after the yaw maneuver
commenced and maintained a relatively constant value during the
remainder of the operation. This relatively constant value is
reported as the phase angle for a given yaw rate.

Each data point presented represents an average value obtained from
five yaw maneuvers unless the data indicated that excessive teeter

stop impacts occurred, in which case the test was not repeated.

Sign Convention and Definition of Terms

Figure 6 presents the sign conventions used at the Mod-O test

facility. Nacelle and wind azimuths, _.N and _i, are measured
in degrees from north. Yaw rate, _/_, is considered to be positive
if the nacelle azimuth is increased. Nacelle yaw angle, _NW, is
measured relative to the wind. A positive yaw angle results if the
nacelle azimuth is larger than the wind azimuth. A positive yaw
angle, _NW, is shown in Figure 6.

-
Rotor position, _ , describes the angle of blade #I relative to the
vertical and down location and is measured in degrees from zero to
360. The rotor direction of rotation is indicated in Figure 1 and by
the vector,,_, in Figure 6.

The elements essential in describing the motion of a teetered rotor
are shown in Figure 7 and are described below. When a rotor is
turning in uniform flow without teetering, the blade tips define a
circular track in a plane which is perpendicular to the axis ot
rotation. This plane is called the rotor reference plane. Teeter
motion is described by two quantities, maximum teeter angle,
_) max, and phase angle, _. Positive teeter angle is defined as
that teeter angle which causes blade #1 to move upwind of the rotor
reference plane and, of course, maximum teeter angle is the largest
positive teeter angle during a given rotor revolution. The point of

maximum teeter angle is located by a phase angle, _ , which
describes the angular position of_ max relative to the lowest
poln_ of the rotor disc. In steady wind conditions, the rotor
teeters at a frequency approximately equal to the rotor speed or,
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...... once per revolution. This producesa tilt in the plane describedby
o;.... the blade tip path relative to the rotor reference plane. Teeter
i-_:oi_: amplltude,_max, definesthe angle the rotor plane makes with the
:_,:,.__._ rotor referenceplane while the phase angle, , definesthe

orientation of the tilted plane relative to _,_,I;hc,rotor zero position.
,i'.:i,'f'C._

_:'"°: Blade Lock number,7' , is a non-dimensionalterm used to describe
)<-::i.>- the ratio of air forcesto inertiaforces for a rotor blade. The

_:i:., term is definedas

._.,_..'C: -_ /0aocR4

!_i_i; where:

_._.'.' /- - air density

:.._._": ao - slope of airfoillift curve

_}_,;, c - averageblade chord
,_.... R - blade radius at tip
_)_)_:

_*_ IB - blade mass moment of inertiaabout the rotor
_°..-_o_. center of rotation

i:_-./.. Lock number is a measureof the dampingof a rotor blade and the
....._." term Iri16 for a rotor blade has a meaningsimilarto C/Cc in
_°_o";" damped harmonicmotion in that it indicatesthe natureof the blade's
-_;,_:_: transientresponse.

Oi,o.;:,, RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
.LC ..

:o{_.L:,._ The resultsof the yaw rate tests are presentedin Figures8 , 9 and
o;,_', I0. Figures8 and 9 presenta mean value for the maximumteeter
_-_/_ angles,_lmax, recordedduringthe yaw maneuverof I00 deg for each
°_:"_:=' of the yaw rates shown. The teeterangle value is the averageof

.=oo_o:,., five maneuversfor most of the points. Teeter angle versusyaw rate
_....., is shown for ';worotors. Figure lO presentsphase angle versusyaw
°t_.'. rate for the tip-controlledrotor only.

..,._., The tip-controlledrotor at 20 rpm producedhigher teeteranglesthan

_ . it did at 31 rpm. This is to be expectedbecauseaerodynamicforces,._.., which stabilize the rotor and reduce teeter angle, increase as the
•;_."' squareof the tip speed or rotor speed while gyroscopicforceswhich
._.C_...... increase teeter angle with yaw rate increase with the first power of
;..i rotor speed. Therefore,increasingrotor _peed will increasethe
.,,o;..: permissibleyaw rate for a given rotor. Also, rotors with higher
_.o:'i Lock numbersshouldpermit higheryaw rates at the same rotor speed.i

. 56 1
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: This conclusion is indicated in Figure 9 which shows a yaw rate of
i. +4.3 deg/s was required to cause teeter stop impacts on the rotor
_, with aluminum blades, with a Lock number of li.95, while a yaw rate

of only 3 degls produced the same result on the rotor with the steel
r spar blades having a t,ocknumber of 6.56, shown in Figure B. Also,,

for negative yaw rates, the mean teeter angle for a given yaw rate
_ was approximately the same for the aluminum blades at 26 rpm and the

_i_ steel spar blades at 31 rpm. This indicates that lower Lock numbers
'!i produce higher teeter angles for the same yaw rate if rotor speed is
_: held constant• Unfortunately, the fixed pitch rotor could not be
:_ operated safely at 31 rpm and a direct comparison of the rotors at
,/_ the same rotor speed was not possible.

_i There was a definite difference in the teeter response to positive
: and negative yaw rates, with positive yaw rates producing a higher7;I

/_ teeter angle response than negative yaw rates. This is shown clearly

_::._ in Figures 8 and 9. The reason for this behavior can be understood
,,_ by examining the phase angle of the rotor during normal operation and
,',!,_i during yaw maneuvers of the nacelle.

,'_ During normal operation of a downwind teetered rotor aligned with the ,
-:"_ wind,,the phase angle will be at or near 90 deg. This is due to the
:; variation in flow over the rotor disc caused by wind shear and tower

interference and the fact that the response of a teetered rotor lags
, the disturbance by go deg, Thus a disturbance occurring when the
_: blades are vertical will be seen when the blades are horizontal•

Tower interference and wind shear are most pronounced when the blades
"-, are vertical and the response measured by teeter angle is maximum at
" or near the 90 deg position (which produces a phase angle,l] , of 90
: deg) and further, since wind speed is higher at the top of the rotor

disc, (a blade position of 180 deg) and lower at the lowest point on
_°- the rotor disc, the lower, ascending, blade being lightly loaded

relative to the upper, ducending, blade will cause a teeter motion

i which brings the tip of the ascending blade into the wind or upwind
of the rotor reference plane when the blade is horizontal (see

:_' Figure 7)•

",' A second concept is necessary to the understanding of teeter response
i_: to yawing motion• When a teetered rotor is yawed, gyroscopic forces
,= resist the motion These gyroscopic forces on the rotor in a uniform

.. flow would tend to make the rotor have a phase angle and teeter angle

i', of zero if no yaw motion were taking place, a phase angle of +go de9
for yaw in a positive direction and a phase angle of -90 deg for yaw

"c in a negative direction. In this instance, the phase angle and the
-: teeter angle would be created by the tendency of the rotor to remain

in its initial plane of rotation•

When the effect of non-uniform flow over the rotor disc is added to

the effect of yaw motion, we have a situation which is additive for
positive yaw and is cancelling for negative yaw. The_e effects are
indicated by the phase angle versus yaw rate results shown in Figure
IOfor the tip-controlled rotor operating ,It31 rpm. When the rotor

' t,';
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operatesnormallywithoutyawing,a phase angle of 92 deg was
m_asured. For positiveyaw rates,the phase angle for operation
withoutyawing is nearly the same as that producedby yawing the
machineand the two effects,tower interferenceand wind shear plus
yaw rate, tend to add creatinga higherteeter angle and very little
change in phase angle.

When the wind turbineis yawed in the negativedirection,the two
effectstend to counteractone anotherwhich results in smaller
teeterangles and more tolerancefor highernegatlveyaw rates. In
effect,the initiaJyaw rates are usea in cnanglngtne phase angle
from _90 deg to -90 deg rather than in merely increasingthe maximum
teeter angle as was the case in yawing the machine in the positive
direction. As indictedin Figure I0, the rotor phase angle is
changedfrom +go deg to -60 deg by increasingthe yaw rate to
approximately4 deg/s and the data indicatesthat negativerates near
5 deg/seccould be toleratedwithoutteeter stop impacts. Thus, a
negativeyaw rate of approximately5 deg/s is requiredfor the rotor
gyroscopicforces to overcomethe effectsof non-uniformairflowand
create a situationwhere impactswith the teeter stops could occur.

The test resultsalso indicatethe connectionbetweenphase angle and
rotor responseto yaw rates. This impliesthat the additionof S 3
to the teeteredrotor would have an effect on the allowableyaw ii
rate. S 3 is a term taken from helicopterterminologyand refers _
to a method of couplingblade pitch with the teeteringof a teetered
rotor as indicatedin Figure If. S 3 has an effecton the phase
angle,_ , of a teeteredrotor and shouldthereforeaffectteeter
responseto yaw. Resultshave been reportedin this area [3], and
work is currentlyunderwayto extendthis effort. These test results
and work done previouslyindicatethat yaw could be used as an
effectivemethod for removingthe load from a rotor under emergency
conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

The resultsof yaw tests on a 38m horizontalaxis teeteredrotor
indicatethe followingconclusions:

o Teeter responseto yaw was lower when the wind turbinewas yawed
in a negativedirection.

o Teeter responseto yaw is decreasedas

(a) Rotor speed is increased
(b) Blade Lock Number is increased

o Yaw rates of 5 deg/s appearto te possiblefor intermediatesize
wind turbineswith teeteredrotors.
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r-

_ ' ao - slope of airfoil lift curve
• .R, " t

•_._ c - averagebladechord

:.:'_ C/Cc - ratioof dampingto criticaldampingfor a damped
; :.,:' spring mass system

_:'::i:4.::!;i IB - blade mass moment of inertia about center of rotation

:;_ R - blade radius at tip

:_.;_. Vwlnd or VW - wind vector

.:, #4 - teeter angle

E..:;: _,e - Lock number, defined in text

'_:: _3 - pitch--teeter angle coupling
__.,_.,o._ = sin 3

! :;:!/IC:, e - bladepitchangle

_:_: T - phase angle, defined in textF'o ?_. "

' _' /,_ - air density

)_, _ - rotor position, angular position of blade 01•,.-__.
i o. relative to vertical, down line

i_:/- _/N - wind turbine nacelle azimuth
P

. W - wind azimuth
o&y.,

r . : kPNW - nacelle yaw angle i.e. angle made by nacelle axis
i J.." and wind vector

!.':! _ - rotorspeed

m
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...._!- Table l - ROTOR CHARACTERISTICS

_ Steel Spar, Tip ControlBlade Twisted AluminumBlade

_i_. Rotor dia., m (ft).. 38.39 (126.0) Rotor dia., m (ft). 38.5 (126.37)
Root cutout,% span ...... 23 Root Cutout,% Span ...... 5

_ tlp_o,t,ol,__p_n...... 30 _i_dPit_,"i_;__G"" ""_ Blade pitch, inb'd sec., deg. Zero Blade Pitch 75 p n e . . 2.8

:" Taper......... Linear Taper . _ . . . . . . . Linear:_ Twlst, de9_ ......... Zero Twlst, deg ........ 34
i:'." Sol idity ...... 0.033 Sol idity ..... 0.030

:.i Max. teeter motion, e . . +..6 Max teetermotion, d g _ +6
_:: Blade mass, k9 (Ib) . . 1815 (4000) Blade mass, kg (lb) . 1043 (2300)
°_ Blade Lock number ..... 6.56 Blade Lock number .... 11.95

.o, -
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Figure 7. Teetered Rotor Coordinates Showing
MaxtmumTeeter Angle, _max' and

.: Phase Angle, _ .

,+:'! rpm
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Figure 8. Teeter Angle Versus Yaw Rate for Tip-Controlled
Rotor at 20 and 31 rpm.
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,I,C. Ol_sgow

From; (51.R. Kotloy

Q: Can you oxplsln the action of Dolta-3 hinge geometry :Insupprosslng
tooter amplitude?

A: Dc,l.i:a-;_ makes the tc_,-:,terc:d _oton _tiffe_ in tMt it reduces _he
l.cel;t,r reuponoe to a dv:at'urbance, l)eT.ta-;_ will also change the
l,hane,which tlhoul,d have arteffect on teeter ar_,litudeduring yaw-
ing manouvers.

From: R. Barton

Q: Have you or do you plan to run a transient free yaw from an upwind-
loss of load condition (i.e. MOD-2)?

A: No, we have not ,us this case but measurements of yaw moment for a
teetered upwind rotor indgcate the machine is unstable in this mode.
However, teetered rotors in free y_cwappear to respond very slowly
in yawing to a desired zero load condition and the test would prob-
ably be very well behaved.

From: A. Swift, Jr.

Q: Have you considered yaw control for power or torque control above
the rated wind speed or only for emergency shutdown? Is 5° per
second sufficient for power control (for fixed pitch-aluminum twist-
ed blades)?

A: We have considered this but the test results to date indicate that

t,teresponse would be poor for "up gusts" while operating at the
rated wind speed and aligned with the wind. In this condition
about 30° of yaw would be required be¢bre significant power could
be shed.

From: S. Ore

Q: What was the actual Delta-3 angle during your experiments?

A: The Dclta-_ angle was zero degrees.

From: C. Rybak

Q: What is the teeter angle sensi'lvity to yaw error or yaw rate?

A: Tll{_data is presented in a report "Teetered, T"p C,ontrolled Rotor:
PncZim{n_n,yTe_t HcsuILs," reference 1 above. These data ind.icat,,d
hifThcr teeter anfft_:_: Jbr po6/t._,oc tlca_ ancjles,bvt no trc_td,i.e. i
J'7,,_for z,:roand ne_?_tioeyaw angZcs.
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